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Elsevier and the publisher role in 
supporting publishing ethics practices

October 2011, University of Maryland

Presented by:  Mark Seeley, General Counsel



Key points

• Consensus re ethics landscape
• Determination at Elsevier to set global policies (base 

threshold)
• Engagement between Elsevier and external Editors-in-Chief
• Hot issues of the moment



Ethics landscape

• Growth in number of issues referred to publishing staff or 
editors
• Well-publicized breaches including our own episode with Dr 

Wakefield in The Lancet but many others 
• News reports generally focus on (alleged) research fraud & conflicts 

of interest

• More collective efforts generally– 
• ICMJE formulating informal guidelines on article submission (with 

ethics issues) beginning in 1978, major revisions from 1997 on
• NIH’s Office of Research Integrity formed (as OSI) in 1989, major 

initiatives in the 1990’s (reports, guidelines)
• COPE formed 1997

• Understanding within Elsevier (& other houses) that more 
work was needed                                                                    
                               



Recent article Nature



•Recognizing need to raise 
bar, Elsevier introduced 
new “common” 
approaches (defaults)
• Conflicts of interest (2005)
• Ethical Guidelines (2006)
• Codes included in electronic 

submission system (2006)
• Worked with STM trade 

association on industry guidelines 
(“record of science”)

• Helpdesk experiment 2007-2008
• Launched PERK site 2009 

(Publishing Ethics Resource Kit)
• Full membership COPE 2009

The situation at Elsevier (starting mid-
2000’s)



•Cross Check initiative 
◦ Huge database: 26.6 million 

articles from 49,000 
journals from 124 
publishers
◦ Ithenticate software shows  

similarities between the 
article and previously 
published articles
◦ 400 Editors piloted in 2009, 

now widely available for all 
Elsevier journal editors
◦ Goal now:  can we ramp up 

for all submissions?

Focus on CrossCheck initiative 2010-2011



CrossCheck operationally



• Identifies duties of editors, reviewers, authors & 
Elsevier
• Editors: fair play, vigilance & engagement on ethics 

issues 
• Reviewers: disclosure (COI), confidentiality, 

promptness
• Authors: originality, multiple publication, authorship, 

disclosure (COI), research standards
• Elsevier: help determine & communicate policies, 

support editors, help formulate industry approaches

Elsevier Publishing Ethics policy (base)



•Originality: work is original to author, and third 
party content appropriately quoted/cited
• Notes that “plagiarism” takes many forms, from passing off others’ 

research as one’s own, copying or paraphrasing (without 
attribution)

•Multiple/redundant/concurrent publication:  
• improper to publish or seek to publish papers describing 

essentially same research in more than one journal (or republish 
article previously published– “self-plagiarism”)

•Authorship = significant contribution to concept, 
design, execution & interpretation (others should 
be acknowledged)

Elsevier Publishing Ethics policy (author 
issues)



•Disclosure & Conflicts of Interest: 
• Any financial or other substantive CoI that might be 

“construed to influence the results or interpretation”
• All sources of financial support disclosed

•Other research standards:
• Reporting standards: papers should present accurate 

account & objective discussion (& acknowledge all 
sources)
• Data retention: data should be retained for possible 

peer-review
• Research subjects: compliance with relevant laws, 

standards (informed consent)

Elsevier Publishing Ethics policy 
(continued)



•We compile reports twice 
annually (relying on 
publishing staff)
• Table shows statistics for 
mid-year 2011 for physics/
chemistry journals  
• Fewer cases reported this 
year (but we have more 
retractions)

Elsevier statistics on ethics cases & 
retractions

Number of cases by type 2011 (January-
May)

Authorship disputes 8

Conflicts of interest 1

Contractual dispute 1

Duplicate publication 3

Duplicate submission 3

Plagiarism 20

Research fraud 1

Research results 
misappropriation 1

Reviewer bias 2

Other 2

SUM 42



•Corrections to online “record” goes through 
“Retraction Panel” (3 staff) to review proposed 
notice
•Opportunity to probe process (communications with 
authors?)
•Retraction vs removal vs withdrawal

Retractions & removal processes



•Ethics allegations made in many 
different ways
• To Editor, to Ed Board, to publishing 

team, to CEO

•But we rely principally on the 
judgment of Editors
• Knowledge of the field
• Awareness of institutions that may be 

involved
• Knowledge of the respective 

researchers

•So first assessment done by Editors 
supported by publishing team (& 
lawyers)

Engagement, Elsevier & external editors



•PERK guidelines on 
process:
◦ Gather relevant information
◦ Consider “due process” for 

authors 
◦ Involve other bodies or 

agents, if necessary
◦ Consider appropriate 

remedies & sanctions
◦ Caution regarding possible 

defamation
◦ Record and document claims

PERK online tools (for editors & publishing 
team)



•Editors: not always sure this is their job
•Publishing staff:  often feel out of depth
•Referring matters to COPE etc not always right 
(and not always available)
• Institutions are not always responsive or 
responsible
•No simple solutions:  collectively we can make 
things work
• Simple plagiarism: CrossCheck
• Involve lawyers in assessing for defamation, 

investigation processes, responding to “legal” claims

What is the right balance?



• The most difficult issues:
• Research fraud– how can anyone tell 

precisely what went on in a particular lab?
• Authorship disputes– who is best placed to 

determine who contributed what?
• When is “banning” appropriate?

•Hot topics of the moment (within 
Elsevier):
• How bad an act is duplicate submission?
• When does “local” publication and 

“international” publication violate ethics 
rules?
• Do we need interim statements (of 

concern)?
• Should all co-authors sign CoI? 

Hot issues

SCIENCE Vol. 
324 May 2009



Legal and “legalistic” complaints

•Making policies & 
process more 
transparent
◦ Is the appropriate thing
◦ But may also encourage 

some whose motives 
are not purely about 
science

• Journal’s own policies 
will be cited against it 
•But we must disregard 
questions of motive & 
remain objective
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